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American educators and statesmen are continually directing
their energies to the promotion of amiable human relations between
this country and other nations. Moreover, to properly appreciate
and improve our own way of life we must know how other peoples
live, work, play and think. We must know their resources, their
abilities and their aims. To date, printed literature about the
cultures of the peoples of other lands have provided the most sig¬
nificant kinds of facts, the perspective and the attitudes that are
needed to understand them.
An analysis of the social life and customs of other countries
as reflected through their fictional literature has offered a
promising and challenging area for graduate research. To date, six
such studies have been completed, A study of the juvenile fiction
of China was the first in this series. This study proposed an
analysis of the characteristics of Chinese life and customs for the
period, 1940-1949,^ The other five studies in this series have been
^Francine Laurette Jackson, "A Study of Juvenile Fiction on
Chinese Life and Customs Published, 1940-1949" (unpublished Master's
thesis. School of Library Service, Atlanta University, 1951),
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patterned after this study in purpose, methodology and treatment of
data. The studies are "A Study of Mexican Life and Customs as Por¬
trayed in Juvenile Fiction Published, 1936-1949," by Altoise Chenault;^
"An Analysis of the Social Life and Customs of Africa of the Social
Life and Customs of Africa Found in African Fiction written for Young
Adults Published, 1925-1951," by Gladys Y, M, Greene, and "A Study
of Fiction Books for Children and Young People on Indian Life and
Customs Published, 1894-1950," by Louise Green Gray;^ "A Study of
Japanese Life and Customs as Portrayed in Selected Juvenile Fiction
Published from 1912 to 1954," by Jessica Rosa Lee Winston;^ and "A
Study of Selected Juvenile Fiction About Norwegian Life and Customs
Published, 1933-1953," by Annie Ruth Collins Wells,^
Russia, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, is the world's
largest country. Its territory covers one half of Europe and one-
third of Asia, This is equal approximately to the whole of North
^Altoise Chenault, "A Study of Mexican Life and Customs As Por¬
trayed in Juvenile Fiction Published, 1936-1949" (unpublished Master's
thesis. School of Library Service, Atlanta University, 1951),
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Louise Green Gray, "A Study of Fiction Books for Children and
Yoxong People on Indian Life and Customs Published, 1894-1950" (un¬
published Master's thesis. School of Library Service, Atlanta Uni¬
versity, 1954),
^Jessica Rosa Lee Winston, "A Study of Japanese Life and Customs
As Portrayed in Selected Juvenile Fiction Published from 1912 to 1954"
(unpublished Master's thesis. School of Library Service, Atlanta
University, 1955),
^Annie Ruth Collins Wells, "A Study of Selected Juvenile Fiction
About Norwegian Life and Customs Published, 1933-1953" (unpublished
Master's thesis. School of Library Service, Atlanta University, 1956),
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America, or one-sixth of the earth's dry surface,^ This immense
country is gaining momentum in world prominence. It is imperative
that children and young people know the facts and understand the
capabilities of Russia and the Russian people. It is upon this
basis that this study proposes to analyze the life and customs of
Russia as reflected in a selected group of Russian fiction written
for children and young adults,^
Methodology
Russian fiction titles included in the study were selected
from the Children's Catalog.^ and the Standard Catalog for High
School Libraries.^ For the factual information, articles on Russia
were read in Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia.^ Charles W, Thayer's
RussiaJohn Gunther's Inside Russia Today,7 John Gunther's Meet
^"Russia," Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia. Vol, 12, 1960 ed,,
P, 256,
^"Russia," Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia. Vol, 12, 1960 ed,,
p, 256,
^R, Giles and D, Cook (Comps,), Children's Catalog (8th ed,.
New York: H, W, Wilson, Co,, 1951),
Dorothy West (Comp,), Standard Catalog for High School Libraries
(6th ed,. New York: H, W, Wilson Co,, 1952),
^"Russia',' Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia. Vol, 12, 1960 ed,,
p, 256,
^Charles W, Thayer, Russia (New York: Time, Incorporated, 1960),
^John Gunther, Inside Russia Today (New York: Harper, 1958),
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Soviet Russia. The World Book Encyclopedia.Eve M, Lyons' Basic
Facts on the Soviet Union.^ Robert V, Daniel's Russia.^ The Land
of Soviets.^ Ernest J, Simmons' USSR; A Concise Handbook.^ and
Current History.^
From these readings, a checklist of 11 characteristics of
Russian life and customs was prepared for use in the analysis of the
12 books of fiction. A detailed discussion of these characteristics
is found in Chapter II, They are:






(b) self governing industries
^John Gunther, Meet Soviet Russia (New York: Harper, 1962),
^"Russia," The World Book Encyclopedia. Vol, 16, 1964, p, 493,
O
■^Eve M, Lyons, Basic Facts on the Soviet Union (New York:
National Council of American-Soviet Friendship, 1961),
^Robert V, Daniels, Russia (New Jersey: Prentice, 1964),
^The Land of Soviets (Moscow: Foreign Language Publishing
House, r 19571/).
^Ernest J, Simmons, USSR: A Concise Handbook (New York: Cor¬
nell University Press, 1946),
^George Z, F, Beredoy, "A Comparative Look at English, French






























The 12 fiction titles listed in Appendix B were carefully read
and analyzed according to the checklist and briefly annotated. Each
characteristic discovered in analysis of the fiction books was re¬
corded according to the number of times it was described. Illustra¬
tions and examples of these descriptions in the fiction books are
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given, including direct quotes to substantiate the analysis.
The summary and conclusions based on the findings of this
study indicate how realistically the social life and customs of Russia
have been described in the 12 selected books of fiction. Table 12
supports these findings.
As the fiction titles were read, words that are peculiar to
the Russian language were selected and recorded, A compiled list
of these terms has been included (see Appendix A), and also an anno¬
tated list of the books of fiction (see Appendix B), The checklist
used in the analysis of the books of fiction is also included (see
Appendix C),
CHAPTER II
A FACTUAL DESCRIPTION OF RUSSIAN LIFE AND CUSTOMS
The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics is the official name for
the country which was called Russia. This country is also called
the Soviet Union or is referred to as the U.S.S.R, During the lat¬
ter part of the present decade, this country has made rapid advance¬
ment in all phases of human endeavor. The purpose of this chapter
is to present a delineation of the life and customs of the Soviet
Union in order that similar characteristics that appear in the
selected group of fiction books may be identified and substantiated.
Physical Features and Climate
The Soviet Union has many varieties of landscapes and the
climate is highly diverse. Generally, the climate of Russia is mo¬
derate with cold winters and hot summers. The temperature is
affected by the Atlantic Ocean throughout the year. One of the
distinctive features of nature in the Soviet Union is that as one
moves farther inland the climatic conditions become more continental
and dry,^
^The Land of Soviets (Moscow: Foreign Language Publishing
House, /~1957_7 ), pp. 19-22.
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The forest belts of the U.S.S.R, are alternated with miles of
treeless plains called "steppes", Russia leads the world in forest
territory. The erection of forest belts and the building of ponds
and reservoirs in the steppe and steppe - and - forest regions with
dry climates is now in process. Western Russia consists chiefly of
plains and low-lands and mountains occupy the eastern area,^
Rivers.--Four of the world's longest rivers are in the Soviet
Union - the Amur, Ob, Lena, and Yenisey, Many of Russia's rivers
empty into the Arctic Ocean, which is frozen a large part of the
year. Therefore, the usefulness of these rivers is limited. Rivers
and waterways are very important in a country as vast as the Soviet
Union where freight has to be carried for great distances. Before
World War II, the Soviet rivers carried a total of seventy-five mil¬
lion tons of freight annually.
Rivers are also important as a source of electric power. Some
of the rivers have been harnessed by dams, which make them easier to
travel. These dams supply water for irrigation and produce electricity
for lights and industries. The headwaters of the most important
rivers are connected by canals, making continuous waterways. Other
canals are dug along the shallow parts of some rivers so that large
boats can pass. The Baltic - White Sea Canal connects Leningrad with
the Arctic Ocean,2
^Ibid. . pp, 23-26,
^The Land of Soviets (Moscow: Foreign Languages Publishing
House, /~1957_7 ), PP. 17-19,
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Lakes.--The lakes of the Soviet Union fall into three groups,
according to location and the quality of the water. The largest of
the beautiful mountain lakes is Lake Baikal in Siberia, It is also
the deepest lake in the world. Over three hundred rivers or streams
flow into it, but only one the Angara, flows out. Many fish and
seals live in its waters. There are the lakes of the rolling forest
region in the Soviet Northwest. From the air these lakes look like
chains of glistening mirrors. The southern plains and deserts com¬
prise the third type of lake. The third type of lake is the southern
plains and deserts. The waters are rich in dissolved minerals and
are used by chemical industries,^
Natural Resources
The natural resources of any country play an important part in
its development and progress. Within the boundaries of the Soviet
Union there is an abundance of most of the natural resources known to
man. This is a great factor in her rapid progress in industrial
development.
Nearly one-fourth of all the forest land of the earth lies in
the Soviet Union, There are pines and firs, oaks, birches, and many
other trees. In these forests and in the Siberian tundra live
animals that are captured for their beautiful and valuable furs, such
as sable, ermine, and fox.
^Ibid.. pp, 16-17,
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There are also great belts of highly fertile soil. There is a
rich belt of black wheat soil stretching from the Ukraine to Lake
Barkal. The gray soil of Central Asia brings popular trees to maturity
in five years. The red soil of western Transeavcasia often yields a
ton of grapefruit from one tree.
The famous delicacy, Russian caviar is the roe of the sturgeon,
a fish caught in many waters. Thirty-four commercial varieties of
fish are found in the Okhotsk Sea, Ninety per cent of the world's
supply of crab is caught along the coast of Kamchatka,
The Soviet government has discovered oil deposits near the
Caspian Sea and in various other parts of the Union, It now claims
more than half of the world's supply of oil.
The Soviet Union is second only to the United States in its
coal deposits. The country is rich in mineral deposits. Gold and
platinxom reserves rank first in the world. The deposits of iron ore
are greater than the total of all other countries. Her nickel deposits,
found chiefly in the Urals, are second only to those of Canada,
The Soviet Union has a large supply of phosphates, from which
fertilizers are made, and its deposits of salt are considered in¬
exhaustible, It has more than half of the world's supply of fuel
called peat. Every year sixty million tons of new peat is formed in
excess of the amount consumed. The Soviet government has done a
great deal to develop the natural resources of the country,^
^The Land of Soviets (Moscow; Foreign Languages Publishing
House, /~1957_7 ), pp. 28-29,
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Industry
Recent visitors to the U.S.S.R, have returned with impressive
reports of Russia's bugeoning economy. Today the Soviet Union ranks
second only to the United States as an industrial nation. The ZIL
factory. State Ball Bearing Plant No, I in Moscow and the Stalingrad
Tractor Factory are outstanding industrial establishments. The
general organization both internal and external of these establish¬
ments differs very little from those in the West,
There are wage classifications in all Russian industries. Wages
are classified according to the degree of skill the job requires,
quantity of production, hours worked and locale of the worker.
By owning and controlling the means of production and most of
the retail outlets, the Soviet government has little or no regard for
the principle of supply and demand which determines what is to be
produced and what the ultimate price will be in other economies.
Selling to individuals is never direct but through a state-owned
agency and considerations of political expediency determine the price.
The number of units of any product that is produced is deter¬
mined not by demand in Russia but by either the long-range five or
seven-year plans, and short term yearly and quarterly plans. The
directors of each industry submits a list of all the materials he
will need to produce his quota to his regional economic council which
consolidates it with other factory plans in the region and sends it
on to Gosplan, the Soviet State Planning Coiranittee, This committee
balances the requirements of each factory against the planned
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production of each item throughout Soviet Russia. It also finances
new projects and makes loans for expansion of plants that are already
existing.
Industries producing machines for production are given first
claim on all scarce items and they are allotted the largest amount of
investment capital by Gosplan, Manufacturers of consumer goods
receive what is left. The Kremlin's concentration on heavy industry
is designed to support the country's large military program and to
create a solid foundation for continued economic growth. An impressive
array of massive machinery attests to Russia's priority emphasis on
capital goods versus personal consumption,^
Arts and Crafts
Many towns in central Russia can be identified with particular
crafts which gave birth to the early cooperative movement in arts and
crafts. This movement emphasizes specialization of whole towns in
such items as saddlery, toys, axes, and locks.
Machines have made it possible to produce quickly and cheaply
many things formerly made by hand. But there is still a demand for
beautiful handwork that expresses the imagination and skill of the
person who made it. The Soviet government has gathered outstanding
examples of individual arts and crafts from throughout the nation and
placed them in the museums of Leningrad, Moscow and smaller cities,
where they may be seen and studied.
^Charles W, Thayer, Russia (New York: Time, Incorporated, 1960),
pp, 46-48.
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In the Arctic regions, embroidery and rug making are common to
almost all natives. The northern people make fur rugs with colored
hair for designs. The Arctic natives also make toys, little boxes,
and many things from walrus tusks and from the bones of prehistoric
mammals which they find frozen under the snow. They have learned to
carve these bones and tusks exquisitely, Russians are masters of
wood carving, modeling in clay, and embroidery. Wood carving, like
painting on wooden bowls and furniture, is one of the oldest forms
of Russian decorative art. Often the craft has been a family trade,
handed down from one generation to another. One village has developed
an unusual method of painting pictures on lacquered surfaces. Their
boxes and trays are world famous. This art form is called Palskh
art, named for the village that originated this craft many years ago.
The arts and crafts of the Ukrainian Republic features artistic
embroideries, crash rugs, and pottery. Every kind of household linen
from kitchen towels to clothing is elaborately embroidered. The work
looks oriental in its color and design. The embroideries of the
White Russians are different in design and show the influence of
western Europe,
The handicrafts of Central Asia are distinctly oriental in
character. The women weave rugs with striking figures of desert
horsemen. These people are also skilled in leather and bead work,^




In Russia, fresh fruit for breakfast is rare in winter, A weak
tomato juice or a grape juice known as Vinogradny Sok is substituted
for citrus juices. Russian caviar and soups are superior. Russian
meats as a whole are inferior to ours. Breads are dark, solid and
so rich that they seem moist. Russian champagne is a superlative.
Other drinks such as vodka, wine and tea are enjoyed extensively by
the Russians, The Russians call their ice cream morozhenoye and it
is a favorite national delicacy. One factory in Moscow makes it in
thirty-six flavors,^
Education
The administration of Russian education with the exception of
higher education is not under the auspices of the all-union govern¬
ment, A Ministry of Education manages its own centralized school
system in each republic whether federal or independent. The Ministers
of Education and the heads of county and town districts are chosen
from Party members. Through the power invested in the Party to appoint
top level personnel, the same type of educational programs are in
effect throughout Russia,
The ten-year school program which is seven years for the
elementary grades and three for high schools is implemented in all
Russian schools, special, urban and rural, thus characterizing the
^John Gimther, Meet Soviet Russia (New York: Harper, 1962),
pp, 98-101,
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curriculum as traditional and purefied.^
Pre-school nurseries for children of six months to three years
of age, and kindergartens, for children of three to seven, are super¬
vised by departments of health which also supervise physical educa¬
tion and medical care in nurseries. Parents pay a fee for their
childrens' attendance and the children leave at the end of the day.
More creches, nursery schools and kindergartens are to be found in
the cities than in the rural areas,
Primary-Secondary education.--Administration of the elementary
and secondary schools is under the Ministry of Education in each of
the 15 different Soviet republics. The educational program is based
on the ten-year school which is a combination of four years of ele¬
mentary school, three years of intermediate school, and three years
of upper school.
There is compulsory attendance through grades seven, A certain
percentage of the schools have double sessions with all schools open
six days per week. Educational opportunities are greater in the
urban than in the rural areas. More than two-thirds of all schools
in the country are one-classroom schools with no means of transporta¬
tion for the students in attendance.
What Russian students study.--The curricular offerings for boys
and girls is the same from grades one through four. In addition to
Russian grammar, reading, writing, arithmetic, drawing, singing.
^George Z, F, Beredoy, "A Comparative Look at English, French
and Soviet Education,” Current History, XXXV (September, 1958), 168.
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history, geography, natural science, and physical education, all
students take biology, physics, chemistry and foreign languages from
the fifth grade on. Practice work in agriculture and construction of
machinery is compulsory as well as studying the Constitution of Russia.
Boys receive military instruction at least one hour a week during
the physical education periods in grades seven through ten. Extra
curricular activities also afford an opportunity for them to receive
military training.
Special secondary schools.--After a Russian child completes the
seven-year school, he takes a series of examinations that determine
the future course of his education. He may then become enrolled in
the Technicvims which place emphasis on technical and vocational training
or in one of the special schools which are maintained by Russia.
Higher education.--Education in higher schools is free, as through¬
out the educational system. Students receive stipends while attending
school. The outstanding students receive larger sums than the average
students. Rigid entrance examinations are administered by the col¬
leges and universities and the training is highly specialized. The
course of study ranges from five to six years, depending on the field
chosen.^
Recreation
The government of the U.S.S.R. looks upon physical culture acti¬
vities as a part of the health-building program to develop citizens
^"Russia," Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia. Vol. 12, 1960 ed,,
pp. 332c-332d.
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able to work for and defend their country. It supports all forms of
recreation. The recreational activities fall into two groups - those
which are concerned with rest, and those which relate to training.
There are many rest homes in the Soviet Union; rest homes for workers,
farmers, government workers, and for the general public. Every
worker is entitled to an annual vacation with pay. Those in poor
health may be sent to sanitoriums or rest homes at the expense of the
government, factory of Tinion,
Every city in Russia has at least one Park of Culture and Rest,
The culture is often no more than a ferris wheel, a pool table, a
weight-lifting machine, a tank for swimming, a basketball court, or
a soccer field. There are parks for adults and parks for children.
The physical culture program starts at an early age. The adult
athletic activities are carried on through numerous sports clubs
which give everyone an opportunity for some sort of athletics. Every
member has a regular job, either in the city or the country. All
expenses of those who participate in contests are paid by the estab¬
lishments where the contestants are employed. All this favors mass
development of sports. Thousands of persons annually take part in
the cross-country races and the ski runs. There are also schools for
training sports instructors. High school and college students have
their teams which engage in contests. The Russians are very fond of
volley ball, with soccer, ice-hockey and track and field being the
most popular spectator sports. The sports organizations annually
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stage a very colorful parade in Red Sqiiare in Moscow,^
Communication
The inhabitants of Russia do not enjoy freedom of the press.
All media of communication which includes newspapers, magazines,
books, radio, motion pictures, the theater, and other means of public
communication are under the strict control of Russian government.
Newspapers.—The Soviet Union has about 7,500 newspapers, about
a third of which are published in languages other than Russian, The
total circulation accounts for about 54 million copies, Russian
newspapers are propaganda - slanted with the leading publications
being published in Moscow, The format consists of only four pages
which are devoted to the various segments of national life and there
is a brief listing of foreign news which is slanted along Communist
party lines.
Magazines and books,--Russia publishes about 2,500 magazines in
more than 50 different languages. Most of these periodicals which
have a total of more than 400 million copies relate to subjects of
political, economic, artistic or scientific interest. Magazines and
books are financed jointly through sales and state subsidies.
Books are avidly read in Russia; and they can be purchased for
a nominal fee. The Soviet's literacy rate which approximates 98 per
cent of its populace is about the same as that of the United States,
^Eve M, Lyons, Basic Facts on the Soviet Union (New York;
National Council of American-Soviet Friendship, 1961), pp, 27-29,
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Authors are generously paid in the Soviet Union,
Approximately 300 publishers produce about 60,000 new publica¬
tions a year in 130 languages of the inhabitants of Russia, The
average book is comprised of about 100 pages and has a sale of about
20 to 30 thousand copies. The state exercises strict censorship on
the publishing of books. Only a few foreign publications are ap¬
proved for publication in the Soviet Union, consequently there is an
active black market in books.
There is state censorship on all printed media in Russia, Each
work is delineated as a whole in terms of its subject matter and style.
If it meets the standards of the state, it is approved for publication
and the writer is exceptionally well paid for his efforts. Consequently,
the trend held by the Soviet state influences the writers and the
reading public,^
Radio and television.--The primal objective of the radio and
television media of the Soviet is to educate and indoctrinate. Radio
programs are broadcast on a closed network from Moscow and relayed
throughout the U.S.S.R, Groups of people in surrounding areas listen
to these broadcasts over the community loud-speaker. Broadcasting is
done in 80 languages, including English and there are no commercials.
The content of the programs consists of political propaganda, lectures,
news, symphony concerts, opera and drama. To date, television is




Motion pictures.--The people of the Soviet Union attend about
ten motion pictures a year in the movie-viewing centers. In the rural
areas the equipment for showing motion pictures is brought in by
truck and the residents in these areas view the motion pictures in
the community halls.
Production of motion pictures is under the supervision of the
Ministry of Culture which receives a film after it has been approved
by the censor for public exhibition. There is a film studio in each
republic in the Union, but Moscow is the major picture-making center.
Documentaries, newsreels, popular science pictures and full-length
features are the chief types of films.
Theater and other entertainment.--Playwriting is a very lucrative
profession in the U,S,S,R, The theater is popular and there are first-
run theaters in Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev and Tbilisi. Also, there
are more than 100 children's theaters in Russia, Other entertainment
is offered the public through the circus, vaudeville (estrada) orchestras,
and song and dance groups. The larger cities of Russia have permanent
buildings for circuses. More than half of the larger cities own
their own symphony orchestras which attest to the popularity of music
in the Soviet Union,
Opera and ballet.—The Soviet Union leads the world in opera and
ballet companies. To date, the Soviet boasts of 32 different companies,
Balshai Theater, in Moscow and the Shevchenka theater of Opera and
^Ibid,, pp, 332f-332g,
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Ballet, in Kiev are among the best known.
Transportation
Transportation in the U.S.S.R, is woefully inadequate for a
country of its industrial status. The great distances over which
people and goods have to be carried poses a major problem in trans¬
portation, There is a vital need for transportation from east to
west and visa versa; whereas the majority of the rivers in Russia
run north and south. Man-made canals alleviate this situation to a
degree, but railroads are by far the most important means of trans¬
portation in Russia,
Railroads and canals.--There are approximately 77,300 railway
miles in the U,S,S,R, They carry between 80 and 85 per cent of all
freight and passengers. The country no longer manufactures steam
locomotives. Since World War II, the production of electric and
diesel locomotives has increased tremendously and many railways have
become electrified. Navigable inland waterways which total about
82,000 miles carry freight about 44 million ton miles. They also
transport about 82 million passengers. The country has built several
canals that link the major rivers and seas during the navigation
season. Important ones include the Moscow-Valga Canal, the Baltic-
White Sea Canal, and the Volga-Don Canal,
Automobiles, trucks, and buses.—Russian roads and highways are
generally poor. The government maintains 156,000 miles of so-called
hard-surfaced roads. Due to the quality of these roads the United
States would not describe them as hard-surfaced.
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Generally, automobiles in Russia are assigned to offices and
plants and are used chiefly for official business. Private ownership
of automobiles is scarce. Buses, on a limited scale, operate between
the principal towns, industrial areas and health resorts. Trucks are
used chiefly on farms and within the cities and towns.
Airlines,—Russia boasts of leading the world in civil airline
mileage. The country's airline fleet is, peculiarly, very advanced
and considerably outdated at the same time. It operates the fastest
jet plane along with small obsolete airplanes on the same airlines,^
Agriculture
Russia has more land devoted to agriculture than any other
country. Its farmland like all the other land in Russia is under
state ownership. Collective farms (kolkhaz) and state farms (sovkhoz)
comprise the major types of farming.
Collective farms are cultivated by organizations of peasants
who work the land in common. They do not receive wages but share in
the products of the farm, and also share in the income from the sale
of these products. State farms are exclusively under the auspicies
of the state. They are characterized by specialization in one type
of crop or animal breeding. The labor force is salaried.
The collective's membership is responsible for its organization
and management. Farmers on the collective farms are the recipients
^"Russia," Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia. Vol. 12, 1960 ed.
pp. 330b-330c.
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of money and produce throughout the year. The number of days that a
farmer has worked are totaled at the end of the year. If the col¬
lective has produced a surplus, each farmer may receive additional
money and produce depending upon his expenditures.
The total production of the farms is added up at the end of
the year, and the farmers are obligated to deliver most of their
produce to the state and sell it at state-fixed prices. After the
deliveries, any produce which remains is distributed to the workers
according to their labor day credits.^
Russia through its cultivated crops, ranks first in the world
in the production of wheat, rye, barley, flax, potatoes and sugar
beets. The Soviet Union is third in growing corn and holds fourth
position in growing tobacco.
Extensive dairying is done in the northern section of Russia,
Hogs come chiefly from the Ukraine region of the Soviet Union,
Russia ranks second to Australia in the production of sheep,2
Religion
The state religion of the entire Czarist empire was the Ortho¬
dox Church of Russia before the 1917 Revolution, The Czar was the
head of the church. Consequently, all bishops were appointed by him,
^"Russia," Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia. Vol, 12, 1960 ed,
^"Russia," The World Book Encyclopedia. Vol, 16, 1964, p, 493,
p, 330
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but he did not exercise any jurisdiction on matters of religious faith.
The revolution was directed by the Communists who were arch foes of
religion. Materialism which is the anthithesis of spiritual or reli¬
gious values was the basis of the Communists' program. The Soviet
separated church and state in 1918 and confiscated the church property.
Religious worship was discouraged by the Russian Government but not
forbidden.
The League of Militant Atheists was organized by the Communist
party in 1925 to fight all religions. Freedom of religious and anti-
religious propaganda is in the provisions of the Constitution of the
Russian Republic, And, this guarantee was repeated in U.S.S.R,'s
1936 Constitutions, Even though Russia tolerates freedom of worship,
it does not regard it any more highly than it does propaganda op¬
posing religion.
At the present, all affairs pertaining to the church are con¬
trolled by the Soviet Government, "There are 22, 000 Orthodox con¬
gregations with 32,000 priests, two theological academies, 10 theo¬
logical seminaries, and 90 monasteries and nunneries," The New Church
is an aggregation which pulled out from the Orthodox Church even
before the Revolution,
The Moslems comprise the second largest religious community in
Russia, The Moslem minority received considerable religious freedom
from the reign of the Czars, However, education and industry in the
Moslem republics are under the aegis of the Soviet Government in
Moscow
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There is evidence of prejudice against Jews in Russia, Jews
as a group received fair treatment for a while; as a result of the
Bolshevik Revolution which granted freedom to all minorities,
Stalin's purges of the 1930's were felt by some of the Jewish
leaders,^
Government
Ever since the Bolsheviks first seized power in Russia in 1917
there have been two "governments," One has the familiar appearance
and titles like ministries, a legislature, an executive branch, and
a judicial branch. This is the one which is always spoken of as
"the government," This is very misleading because it is the other
government which has the real power and authority and which is
actually the ruler. Both exist and both operate; so it is necessary
to describe them both in order to answer the questions of how the
Soviet Union is governed and by whom. But it is also necessary to
understand the difference between the two and also the difference be¬
tween reality and appearance.
The one which has the real power and is, in fact, the governing
authority in the U,S,S,R, is the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
(Bolshevik), The privileged position of the Communist Party rests
more on facts than on legal statements. But the Stalin Constitution
(also called the 1936 Constitution) does give the Communist Party a
^"Union of Soviet Socialist Republics," The World Book Encyclo¬
pedia . Vol, 17, 1959, pp, 8270-8271,
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legal basis by describing it as the leading nucleus of all organizations.
Stalin once explained this more fully by saying that "not one single
important political or organizational question is described by our
Soviet and other mass organizations without directions from the party,"
By "Soviet and other mass organizations" Stalin meant the formal
government, the ruler-in-theory. This explanation, plus the fact that
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (Bolshevik) is the only poli¬
tical party allowed to exist in the Soviet Union shows how completely
different the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (Bolshevik) is from
the major political parties of our country.^
Other very significant differences are found in the matters of
party membership, party control, and party discipline. Membership in
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (Bolshevik) is not open to
everyone. On the contrary, it is open only to those whom the Party
selects, and they try to select only the ablest, most vigorous, and
most successful of the Soviet People, It is very difficult to get
into the Party and equally hard, or harder, to stay in. Membership
is not for life. It can be withdrawn by the Party at any time, and
it will be withdrawn if a member fails to live up to the Party's
rules, fails to do his share of the work, or fails to obey the orders
of the Party bosses.
But the Party has other direct connections with the people. In
addition to the adult party, there is also the Yoxing Communist League
^Ernest J, Simmons, USSR: A Concise Handbook (New York: Cor¬
nell University Press, 1946), pp, 153-154,
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for young people from the ages of 15 to 26. These Young Communists
or (Komsomols) are also very carefully selected. They are given
special training so that they can act as assistants to the adult
party. The Young Communists League is the most important "feeder"
to the party - that is, membership in the League prepares young
people for party membership. The League is completely controlled by
the bosses of the adult party.
One of the ways in which the League helps the party is by
managing two other organizations which are linked to the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union (Bolshevik), These are the Pioneers and the
Little Octobrists, The Pioneers range in age from 10 to 16 years;
the Lfttle Octobrists, from eight to 11 years. The most promising
Little Octobrists are taken into the Pioneers, The leading Pioneers
are taken into the Young Communist League and the best of the Young
Communists are taken into the adult party. The system, also has
another function. There are about 13 million Pioneers and about 16
million Little Octobrists, This means that the party has control over
some 29 million boys and girls between the ages of eight and 16, The
party not only trains them but also uses them in many ways. They
are expected to be model students and active leaders in their schools
and jobs. They carry on party propaganda in their schools and in
their homes, and they also serve as informers,
A diagram of the party organizatioft looks like a pyramid. At
the bottom are the local units called Primary Party Organs. They are
found in shops, factories, mines, collective farms, army and navy
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units - in fact, in any place where there are more than 15 party
members. The pyramid builds up through district or city organizations
to area organizations (like a county) regional organizations (like
the Pacific Northwest), organizations covering one of the union
republics and at the top - the all - Union or Federal organization.
The legal theory is that the top authority in the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union (Bolshevik) is the All-Union Party Congress
or, when that is not in session, the All-Union Central Committee.
This used to be true in fact as well as in theory, but it isn't the
case now. The top authority in the Communist Party - the one which
completely controls all the others - is the Political Bureau of the
Central Committee. This Politburo as it is usually called, is sup¬
posed to be only a "working organ of the Central Committee. But it
really runs the Committee and everything else.
The membership of the Politburo changes from time to time; so
any list of members may get out of date rather quickly. There are
usually 10 members of the Politburo and four associate members who
are called "candidates." These are the men who rule the Communist
Party and through the party, actually govern Russia.1
The Ruler-in-theory.--The formal government of the U.S.S.R, is
described in the Stalin (1936) Constitution and its amendments. Ac¬
cording to these documents, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
^Ibid.. pp. 155-158.
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is made up of 16 union republics. These range in size from the tiny
Karelo - Finnish Soviet Socialist Republic, which has a population
of less than half a million, to the huge Russian Soviet Federated
Socialists Republic. This is mostly because it contains, roughly,
two-thirds of all the people and three-fourths of all the land with¬
in the whole U,S,S,R,
Certain rights, privileges, and powers are assigned to each
union republic by the Constitution. But the Federal Union (that is,
the U,S,S,R,) has full authority over all taxation, over all revenues,
and all economic planning. It also controls the armed forces and
foreign relations. Since all of these things are of first-rate
importance it means that the U.S.S.R, has a highly centralized govern¬
ment.
The Stalin Constitution also promises certain rights to all
citizens without regard to nationality, race, or sex. These promised
rights include the right to work, the right to rest and leisure, the
right to maintenance in old age, and freedom of religion, of the
press, and of assembly. Some of these promises have been kept in
part; and some not at all. The promised right to work (which the
Constitution says is a duty as well as a right) has been observed.
There is no unemployment in the Soviet Union. The right to rest,
leisure, and maintenance in old age have been achieved in considerable
degree. But the promised freedoms do not exist at all.
There is no free press, no free speech, and no right to free
assembly in the Soviet Union. This does not mean, however, that a
Soviet citizen cannot criticize certain things and complain about
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certain things. Within very definite limits they not only can com¬
plaint and criticize, but they constantly do. Inefficiency, in¬
competence, dishonesty, indifference to public needs and failure to
obey orders on the part of either the government or of party officials
may be freely discussed and criticized both in private and in public.
However, there can be no discussion and no criticism and no complaint
about the system itself. Neither can there be any criticism about
the power of the party, its orders, or its bosses. Any citizen who
speaks out about these things is considered to have committed "a
counterrevolutionary crime," for which punishment is both quick and
sincere. Since the formal government is only the ruler-in-theory and
not the ruler-in-fact, we need not pay very much attention to the
details of its machinery.
The Supreme Soviet is a bicameral legislature consisting of two
branches which is elected by popular suffrage once every four years.
Certain specified groups have the right to nominate candidates for
election to the Supreme Soviet, but these can be only one candidate
for each available job. Not all candidates are members of the Com¬
munist Party, but no candidate who was opposed by the party has ever
been nominated.
Since the Supreme Soviet is in session usually only about one
week of every year, it actually is only a rubber stamp. More
important is the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet, which has full
power the rest of the time. In fact, the Presidium really controls
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the Supreme Soviet. It is made up exclusively of top-ranking party
members. So is the Council of Ministers, which serves as the execu¬
tive branch of the ruler-in-theory. Only the most important ministers,
all of them party bosses, are members of the Council.^
There are over 50 ministries in the formal government. These
are charged with the administration of various activities which are
common to all governments. There are the usual ministries such as
War, Finance, Navy and Foreign Affairs. There also are ministries
with titles and jobs which seem strange to us because they deal with
matters which we do not usually think of as being part of government.
Typical examples are the ministries of Light Industries, Heavy Indus¬
tries, Food, Fisheries, Lumbering, and Transportation,
The Ministry of Internal Affairs, known usually by the initials
MVD, has control over the police. There is a dual police system.
That is, there is an open police force and also a force of secret
police. Both are theoretically under the MVD, but, as a matter of fact,
the secret police are directly controlled by the bosses of the Com-
mxmist Party. One section of the secret police deals with espionage,
treason, "counterrevolutionary crimes," and so forth. Another section
has charge of all forced slave labor.
Both the secret police and the system of forced labor have been
integral parts of the Soviet economic and political systems from the
beginning of the regime. No one outside of the top party bosses
knows how many persons are held as forced slave laborers. Some of
^Ibid.. pp. 159-164.
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these people are ordinary criminals, some are nationals of states
annexed by the U.S.S.R, after 1940, and some are "political criminals"
(opponents of the regime). Most of them, however, are just ordinary
folks who had the extreme bad luck to get picked up by the press
gangs of the secret police. Forced slave labor is used in gold mining,
in lumbering, and in construction and maintenance jobs on roads,
canals, railroads, harbors, and airports. It is also used in some
industries.
The answer to how does the party govern has to be in two parts;
for one part deals with the machinery of government and the other
with techniques. The members of the Council of Ministers are all
members of the Politburo. All the highest government offices are
held by ranking party members. Every kind of an organization in
Russia, government, bureaus, trade unions, even social clubs contain
some party members. These members are under the most rigid discipline
and are pledged to obey without question any orders which are handed
down to them from the party bosses. One of the standing orders is
that party members must get control of any non-party organization to
which they belong. This gives the party bosses obedient agents in
every level of organized activity.
The party has a two-way communication system. Reports are
constantly going up the system from all levels to the top. The party
bosses are kept in constant and very close touch with the people, and
it is wrong to assume that the bosses pay no attention to public
opinion. The other channel of communication carries orders from the
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top down.
Police methods and fear are very important among the techniques
used by this dictatorial ruler-in-fact, the Politburo. The party
uses persuasion as well as force, rewards as well as punishments,
propaganda as well as less subtle means. The only information that
Soviet citizens ever get about their own country or about the world
is what their rulers hand out to them. Every single means of spreading
information and ideas is controlled and used by the party for its own
ends. Schools, libraries, museums, books, magazines, newspapers,
the radio, the movies, even the opera and the ballet are used in this
way. From childhood to death, every Soviet citizen is told that his
country is the richest, the happiest, the most democratic, the most
advanced and the best in all the world. He is told that he is better
off than the citizens of any other country. And he has no way to
check these claims because he has no free access to information. He
is told that continued success and improvement will be possible only
if he accepts and obeys the leadership of the party.^
1
Robert V. Daniels, Russia (New Jersey: Prentice, 1964), pp. 8-
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CHAPTER III
CHARACTERISTICS OF RUSSIAN LIFE AND CUSTOMS AS PORTRAYED
IN A SELECTED GROUP OF FICTION BOOKS WRITTEN FOR
CHILDREN AND YOUNG ADULTS
An analysis has been made of the individual characteristics of
Russian life and customs as portrayed in 12 selected books of Russian
fiction written for children and young adults published from 1915
through 1960. The books included in this study cover grade levels
one through 12, An accurate and realistic portrayal of 11 character¬
istics of Russian life and customs as set forth in the checklist has
been found in the 12 books of fiction recommended for children and
young adults.
Checklists of the 12 books summarized in 11 tables give realis¬
tic descriptions of the characteristics of Russian life and customs.
An analysis has been made of individual characteristics, which are
summarized in each table. In order to be more specific, the distinc¬
tive features found in each book of fiction have been evaluated and
the total number of items portrayed under each title has been sum¬
marized.
Physical Features and Climate
Physical features include terrain, natural resources and
climate. The appraisal reveals that 34 descriptions of physical
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features were found in 10 of 12 selected books of fiction for children
and young adults. Terrain was found to have 12 representations. Natural
resources were emphasized 12 times. Climate has 10 portrayals (see
Table 1).
Eight of the 12 books realistically describe all three of the
features: terrain, natural resources and climate. These books are:
Masha. Treasure Trove of the Sun. Baboushka and the Three Kings. Red
Sky. Igor' s Summer. Nikita. Little Princess Nina, and Siberian Gold.
Two books describe only one feature: Red Sky indicates pine trees,
ivory and nickel as natural resources.
The Treasure Trove of the Sun contains a description of a natural
resource of peat:
The hot sun is the substance of every blade of grass,
every flower, every swamp bush and berry. To all of
them, the sun gives of its warmth; and they, dying,
decomposing, acting as fertilizer, pass it on as a
heritage to other plants, bushes, berries, flowers and
grasses. But in a swamp, the water does not let parent
plants pass on all their treasures to their children.
For thousands of years, this treasure lies buried under
water, the swamp becomes the sun's storehouse and then
this whole treasure trove in the form of peat falls
into human hands, a legacy from the sun.^
Little Princess Nina has a colorful description of terrain.
My name is Nina- Princess Djavacha -ogly - Djamata.
I was born in the town of Gori. Gori is gorgeous,
bewitching. It lies in a pleasant valley, drowned
in the shade of wide-spreading sycamores, ancient
lindens, and chestnut trees. Endless seas of roses
and other blossoms of all colors enchant the eye and
^M, Prishuin, The Treasure Trove of the Sun (New York: Viking,
1952), p. 47,
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fill the air with spicy fragrance. In the distance
are the blue shapes of the mountains. In the north
glimmer through the mists the snow-covered tops of
the two unascendable Caucasian giants - Elbrug and
Kazbek. Powerful gray eagles continually circle
in the azure heights, green valleys, meadows and ral¬
lying fields.
Many parts of Russia are rich in gold. This natural resource
attracts people from other lands to Russia to prospect for it.
Siberian Gold describes how this natural resource is handled when it
is discovered by a Russian.
All the gold belongs to the Tsar, and when a discovery
is rich enough the Tsar takes possession. He proclaims
an 'unkase' and simply takes all the land he wants -
frequently many thousands of square miles. It then
becomes his personal property and is called the Domain
of the Cabinet of his Imperial Majesty - or, more
simply. Cabinet Lands.^
Industry
Industries are classified as chief enterprises which are those
owned and operated by the State; and self-governing industries which
go under the name of Producer's Co-operatives or Collectives. Metal
factories such as tractor plants and aircraft industries, canneries,
coal mines, fisheries, or cheese-factories frequently appear in
seven of the 12 books examined as the leading chief enterprises (see
Table 2).
An example of metal factories as a chief enterprise is given in
Igor's Summer;
^L. A. Charskaya, Little Princess Nina (New York: Henry Holt
and Company, 1924), p. 18.
^Theodore A. Harper, Siberian Gold (New York: Doubleday, 1927),
p. 36.
mBLE 1
NUMBER OF REFERENCES TO PHYSICAL FEATURES AND







Beim Igor's Summer X X X X 4
Charskaya Little Princess Nina X X X 3
Felsen Struggle is Our Brother X X X 3
Harper Red Sky X X X 3
Harper Siberian Gold X X X 3
Haskell Katrinka X X X 3
Mazer Masha X X X X 4
Phelps Nikita X X X X 4
Prishvin Treasure Trove of the Sun X X X X 4
Robbins Baboushka and the Three Kings X X X 3
Total 12 12 10 34
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Before the war Igor's mother had worked in an
office and he had gone to a different school.
It was still new and exciting coming to the metal
factory every day. The bus stopped, and as he got
off Igor looked up at the building before him. It
was big and gray. Inside machines hvimmed day and
night; men and women tended to them, pounding,
hammering, welding, sawing, making tanks, tractors,
and pieces of artillery. Igor's mother was a
welder and one of the best, too. She had been
awarded a special prize and her name had been in
the newspapers.^
Fishing, as a chief enterprise, is portrayed in Red Sky.
'Miserable wife,' Funga thundered, 'Do I have to
tell you again someone is needed on the oars? I
must hire out, and Stephen too, with the winter
fishing fleet if we are to have a mouthful of
fresh fish at all. We must have straw covering
if we are to survive.'2
In Nikita there are descriptions of fishing and canning as
chief enterprises, and also of carpentry, wood cutting, shop keeping,
hay cutting, and horse-trading and self-governing industries.
Struggle is Our Brother contains a description of horse-trading
as one of the self-governing enterprises:
Kosolof came to a trail which, after a stiff walk,
brought him out on an upland meadow where he
could get a closer view of the top. However, it
was not the top of the mountain that interested
him at the moment as much as a band of horses that
were grazing at the upper end of the meadow. He
walked toward them. There was an upstanding rock
in the middle of the meadow and as he passed it he
saw that a man presumably a herder, was sitting
beside it eating his breakfast. Kosolof stopped.
'Good Morning,' he said in his careful Russian.
'Are these your horses?' The man replied yes, I
am Stephan Stepanovich the horse trader. I hope
Inc.,
^Lorraine Beim, Igor's Summer (New York: Russian War Relief,
1943), p. 14.
^Theodore A. Harper, Red Sky (New York: Viking, 1935), p. 81.
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to sell you many horses. Kosolof laughed. 'Sell
me a good horse, my friend, and I will travel
faster.' The herder waved his hand toward the
herd and Kosolof walked in amongst the horses and
looked them over carefully and purchased a young,
black horse.^
Four books, Katrinka. Struggle is Our Brother. The Steel Flea
and Nikita contain portrayals of glass-plants as one of the top self-
governing industries. Metal factories, fishing and coal-mining are
described more extensively than the other types of industries.
TABLE 2












Beim Igor's Summer X X X 3
Felsen Struggle is Our Brother X X X 3
Harper Red Sky X 1
Harper Siberian Gold XXX X X 5
Haskell Katrinka X X 2
Leskor The Steel Flea X 1
Phelps Nikita X ■ X 2
Total 9 8 17




An analysis of the 12 fiction books on Russia reveal that arts
and crafts constitute a major endeavor of the inhabitants of Russia,
Eight of the fiction books describe spinning, embroidery, rug-making,
wood carving, modeling in clay, pottery, leather and bead work, toys,
the making of little boxes and painting pictures on lacquered sur¬
faces as the major t3q)es of handwork.
Only one book of fiction. Little Princess Nina includes all
the delineated types of arts and crafts. The largest number of
portrayals of arts and crafts are found in Little Princess Nina.
Masha and Red Sky. Fewer descriptions of arts and crafts are in
Igor's Summer (see Table 3),
Feenga, a character in Little Princess Nina saw and handled
many forms of art in the stucco and rubble stone shop where he worked
in St. Petersburg. He saw painted pictures in lacquered surfaces,
embroidery, pottery, crash rugs, wood carvings, antiques and many
forms of artistic design and creations which were made from walrus
tusks.
Crafts was the main theme in the story of Masha.
'Marusa, Marusa,' Masha called 'does your little
black sheep play with the white ones?' 'Yes,'
answered Marusa, He has made friends with Petrus,
the one I got last fall. They are always frisking
together.' 'What are you going to do with his wool?'
asked Masha, 'I am going to weave a jacket out of
it for Stephan.' It is very fine wool indeed. The
jacket that she made won so many raves from Stephan's
peers that the design was sold to one of the leading
retail stores, where it was displayed in the custom
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order salon for more than two years so it could be
seen and studied,1
mBLE 3
NUMBER OF REFERENCES TO ARTS AND CRAFTS
IN FICTION TITLES
Number of
Author Title Arts Crafts References
Beim Igor's Summer X X X 3
Charskaya Little Princess Nina XXX X X X X 7
Harper Red Sky X X X X 4
Haskell Katrinka X X 2
Leskor The Steel Flea X X 2
Mazer Masha X X X X 4
Phelps Nikita X X 2
Robbins Baboushka and the
Three Kings X X 2 .
Total 12 14 26
Theodore Harper gives a realistic description of individual art
and craft in Red Sky as follows;
After supper Nana was her cheerful self. It was
chilly in the evening so she pulled her chair
close to the roaring fire in the open fireplace.
Here, she began to spin and weave stockings, caps,
and sweaters until her grandmother walked in and
replied, 'your embroidery is the finest I have
ever seen but isn't it about time that you retire
for the evening?'^
It seems that everyone in Russia loves and appreciates good
painting. The poor and illiterate of the cities visit the few
^Mazer, Masha, op, cit.. pp, 109-111,
O
^Harper, Red Sky, op, cit,, p, 31,
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galleries that are open to the public as often as do the more educated
classes.
All of Russia's finest murals are in public buildings; almost
any day one sees groups of students mingling with whole families who
have come in from their farming villages to go slowly through the
galleries pausing, to gaze raptly at the lovely paintings.
Food
One could fill a large cookbook with descriptions of Russian
dishes and recipes for these special foods. But that does not mean
that they are the things Russians eat for their everyday diets. No
one eats much canned food. The evaluation indicates that 16 descrip¬
tions of food are represented in nine of the 12 books of fiction (see
Table 4).
One example of a Russian meal in Masha is quoted thus;
'Come,' said Katrinka's mother. 'Let's eat. The
soup will get cold.' They all seated themselves.
Katrinka's father broke the bread into small pieces
and passed a piece to each person. The soup, filled
with cabbage leaves, was delicious with the black
rye bread. Masha held the piece of bread in one hand
and the spoon in the other. Taking a large bite from
the bread, she waited for her turn to dip her spoon
into the bowl of soup, for four people ate from one
bowl. Then they had perishkas, pea pies, hot, just
baked, and sweet tea.l
Masha describes another mean as follows;
'Good-morning, little one,' said the grandmother,
'We have to start going home. Our visit at
Katrinka's is over,' So Masha hurried over to the
table where she found a large earthen bowl of
Mazer, Masha, op. cit. . P. 220.
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porridge until it was empty. Breakfast was over.
The grandfather brought the old brown field horse
to the door. The bottom of the wagon was bedded
down with fresh hay, and Katrinka's mother put
into it a pot of cabbage soup, bread, onions, and
a jug of cider for their noon meal.^
Nikita contains the following description of food;
Nikita was a great favorite of the keeper and
his wife and they looked forward to his coming.
The wife cooked an extra good dinner to please
him and the keeper went out and brought in fresh
honeycombs for him to take home. The three sat
down to a delicious meal of borsch, piroshki, wild
strawberries, boublikis, a sort of thick pretzel
which they split, buttered and ate, with great
relish and steaming hot tea.2
Siberian Gold contains accounts of the Russian diet as timber
grouse, cabbage soup, tea, salt fish, meal, milk, sausages, and beer.
The poor artist in Little Princess Nina ate an humble meal of
tea, pancakes, fruit and jelly. His housekeeper prepared his meals
whenever they could afford a good meal.
In Vanka's Donkey fruit, cereal, pancakes and milk for break¬
fast are described. Lunch was constituted of pea pies with butter
on them, cabbage soup, meat and white bread. Dinner often consisted
of meat rolled in cabbage leaves, tea, salt fish, porridge and cakes.
Igor's Slimmer offers the following portrayal of food:
The hut was dressed as for a holiday, bright and gay
from ceiling to floor, and on the table, oh, so many
good things to eat. A. roast goose, perishkas, hot
^Ibid.. p. 226.
^Frances Phelps, Nikita (New York: Harcourt, 1932), p. 28.
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and steaming, and baked potatoes, and cider.^
Struggle is Our Brother by Gregor Felsen is descriptive of
food items in the following passages:
Anna looked at the tray. There were so many things
on it. There were fruit, cereal, pancakes, sausages,
and a cup of something brown. Anna did not know
what to eat first. She tasted the brown drink. It
was simply delicious so she ate a meal of the food
items.
At noontime Pavel pulled out of his desk the things
that the maid had put in his bag for lunch and fol¬
lowed the boys to the lunch room. It was a cosy
room with many pretty things about. Behind a counter
stood a large samovar with tea and dishes loaded with
porridge, cakes, pretzels, and sandwiches. Pavel
bought some with the money Madam Krenlin had given him.^
In Vanka's Donkey, cabbage soup, hot tea, porridge, eggs, milk,
dumplings, onions, radishes, potatoes and salt fish are presented as
items of diet.
Food is described in three other books. These books are;
Katrinka, The Steel Flea, and Baboushka and the Three Kings. It ap¬
peared that porridge was the most frequently described item of diet
and tea the most frequent type of drink described in the nine books
analyzed.
Education
The subject of education is divided into education for pre¬
school children, primary-secondary, and higher education. Twenty-five
references to education are found in 11 of the 12 books of fiction
for children and young adults (see Table 5).
^Beim, Igor's Summer, op. cit.. p. 19.
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Beim Igor's Summer 2
Cherskaya Little Princess Nina 2
Daugherty Banka's Donkey 2
Felsen Struggle is Our Brother . 2




Robbins Baboushka and the Three Kings . . , . 1
Four books: Little Princess Nina, The Steel Flea, Igor's
Summer and Katrinka contain descriptions of all three areas of edu¬
cation, Six books: Nikita. Siberian Gold. Masha. Red Sky. Struggle
is Our Brother and Vanka's Donkey contain references to education for
preschool children and higher education. Treasure Trove of the Sun
has only references to education for preschool children.
Primary-secondary education seems to be given the greatest
emphasis, and education for preschool children the least emphasis.
Little Princess Nina gives the best appraisal of education. Treasure
Trove of the Sun is the least descriptive of education in Russia,
Masha offers a description of what Russian children study at the
primary level in the following passage:
Besides reading and writing, Masha was taught how to
count, how to do sums, to add and subtract. Then she
was taught the grammar which is very hard indeed. The
spelling lesson was the first thing in the morning,
and Masha looked forward to it. Everyday she learned
to spell something new. '*Words, words, words,' she
replied, they tell you things,^
%azer, Masha, op, cit.. p. 228.
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Katrinka provides an illustration of the curriculum offerings
at the secondary level in the following passage:
When Katrinka's grandmother brought her to high
school to register they were met by an attendant
who was dressed in a bright blue suit with brass
buttons running down the front. He greeted them
and led them up many steps to a large square
dignified building, the Gymnasium. In Russia,
all the children wear uniforms to school. So
here the Madame commenced to measure Katrinka for
her uniform. There was great excitement as Madame
Krenlin said to the seamstress, 'I think if you
just pulled it in a little bit here and pulled it
out a little bit there, it would be better; don't
you? '
After Katrinka was fitted with her uniform, Madame
Krenlin escorted the two to her office. Here
Katrinka was enrolled with the students in French,
mathematics, Russian literature, grammar, botany.
Algebra and music.
Soon she learned to know the library and its con¬
tents and order. She found that the books were
arranged according to subjects. Subjects according
to time when they were written or took place. She
found that the histories followed each other that
the poetry was divided into groups,^
It appears from the 11 books of fiction, that the Soviet
curriculum is substantially traditional and unified. Even in special
ballet, music and art schools, in the schools for the handicapped,
and in the evening schools for urban and rural youths strenuous
attempts are made to achieve fully the prescribed ten-year school
program.
It is further concluded from the analysis of the works of
fiction, that in the old curriculum that held nonchallenged until
^Helen Haskell, Katrinka (New York: Dutton, 1915), pp, 122-
124
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1955, children studied Russian language and literature and mathematics,
first as the three R's and then as subjects, for the full 10 years.
They take history for seven years, geography and foreign language for
six years, physics for five years, chemistry for four years, and even
one year of astronomy. Mathematics and sciences occupy some 35 per
cent of the time in the curriculum; subjects like sewing, drawing and
physical training only some 10 per cent.
In conclusion the 11 books of fiction analyzed reveal that the
Soviet system of education is completely in the hands of political
leaders; that their objectives are governed by the total acceptance
of only one concept of general education.^
Recreation
The subject of recreation is divided into six different types -
dancing, swimming, playing musical instruments, skating, and singing.
Recreation is represented in 11 of the 12 books of fiction as indi¬
cated in Table 6.
Igor's Summer is outstanding in its portrayal of recreation.
There were accordion and balalaika players, gay
and wonderful music ringing through the hall.
'The Barinai' Vanya exclaimed as he listened
to the fast music steps. Dance-dance until one
or the other was exhausted. 'Do you know the
Barina?' he turned to Igor, Igor hesitated a
moment. He knew this was a challenge. His
grandfather had taught him the Barina, which was
a hard and tricky dance. But he could do it well
and it would be a way of showing Vanya that a city
boy could dance the Barina better than he could.
^Ibid.. pp. 130-132.
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Beim Igor's Summer X X X X 4
Charskaya Little Princess Nina X X X 3
Dautherty Vanka's Donkey X X X 3
Felsen Struggle Is Our Brother X X X 3
Harper Red Sky X 1
Harper Siberian Gold X X 2
Haskell Katrinka X X X 3
Leskov The Steel Flea X X X 3
Mazer Masha X X 2
Phelps Nikita X X 2
Prishvin The Treasure Trove
of the Sun X 1
Total 12 8 7 27
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'The Barina]' the cry went up. Everyone formed a
wide circle as the music grew louder, faster, more
fiery. Into the circle leaped Vanya, arms folded
across his chest, flinging and stamping his feet,
Igor's cheeks flushed with color as the crowd
cheered Vanya on. He was worried at the ease and
assurance with which Vanya danced, arms above his
head now, his body bending, swaying in time to
the music. The idea was for each of them to dance
in turn, trying to outdo each other with complicated
steps.1
Red Sky depicts recreation thusly; When work was over, the
boys and girls would scramble down to the river bank to go swimming,
'I suppose you're a wonderful swimmer, toi' Grigory
taunted Simeon, Let me see you do thisi Grigory
dived off a rock, coming up a few minutes later far
out in the water. Simeon hesitated a moment then
he walked to the rock, raised his hands and into the
water he went for a swirling swim.2
Little Princess Nina conveys a vivid delineation of recreation
as a phase of Russian social life and customs in the following passage.
Zara, Samleme, Bella and Erne were a group of girls
who played together in the neighborhood of Bestuda.
As Erne played her tambourine, the group of girls
began shirling over the rugs in the spirited
national dance the Lezginka. When the dance was
ended, a young street singer stepped out with his
instrument which was much like a guitar. He ran
his fingers lightly over the strings and sang in
a sweet, sonorous voice. Soon the gray old men
and the serious-faced dignitaries from neighboring
villages gathered around and listened attentively
as the boy sang of love and sorrow, of heroic deeds
of famous ancestors and of the courage of the daring
heroes of recent days who still dwelt in the
mountains.2
^Beim, Igor's Summer, op. cit.. pp. 35-37.
^Harper, Red Sky, op. cit.. p. 81.
3
Charskaya, Little Princess Nina, op. cit.. pp. 83-84,
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Masha notes recreation as follows:
The skating rink was not far from Madame Krenlin's
house, and Masha, dressed in her new furs felt very
gay as she put on her skates and tightened the
straps in anticipation of going skating. When she
and Madame Krenlin reached the skating rink, they
found all kinds of sleighs and carriages crowded
near the entrance of the skating rink. There were
young boys and girls and older men and women who
came to skate; and there were some who were just
learning how to skate.
Masha was led to the middle of the skating rink by
the Count, 'There is nothing to be afraid of, '
said the Count as he noticed that Masha drew back.
'Right - left, right - left,' the Count was saying.
'Masha, you are wonderful, a born skater.'
Masha did not know how it happened, but she was
skating. She observed that there were people who
were skating in groups, people who skated alone,
people who were gliding and twisting, making all
sorts of strange figures on the ice.^
Katrinka offers an arresting and authentic depiction of
recreation thusly:
The Promenade of Girls is an affair that the vil¬
lagers in Tsarskae Selal look forward to in the
spring. Today all of the shops along the street,
which had been so busy the day Katrinka arrived
were closed in honor of the Parade of Girls. As
Katrinka turned the corner into the broad avenue
leading to the Imperial Park where the Promenade
was to take place, she found herself in the midst
of a merry throng of people, all of whom were
hurrying in the same direction. As she entered
the gates of the park, she paused to gaze at the
scene before her.
In the middle of the park there is a little lake
and on its surface canoes and gondolas, flat-
bottomed fishing craft and panting motor boats
darted about, filled with jolly men and boys in
uniforms. Around the lake marched the girls, all
wearing light colors, their feet in slippers.
^Mazer, Masha, op. cit., pp, 231-233,
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their necks loaded with colored beads. One girl
had several silver spoons and forks suspended from
a neck ribbon. As the band struck up a gay air,
some of the people began to dance vehemently, others
sang the words of the familiar tunes in shrill,
piping voices.^
Vanka's Donkey highlights recreation in the following
illustration:
In the evenings when his work was finished, Vanka
took his harmonica and sat in the barn door on a
small bench playing tunes and singing softly to
himself. The Donkey would swish her tail and wag
her head. And often when Vanka plays his harmonica
of an evening, Maura, his girl friend comes out and
sings with him, and the donkey is more careful than
ever on such occasions to keep time with her tail.^
The account of recreation that follows is found in Struggle is
Our Brother.
Mikhail borrowed a guitar from one of the soldiers,
and had played again, while others pumped their
accordions and danced and sang. War or no war, the
Russians carried their music wherever they went. A
man's accordion was almost as precious as his rifle.
They sang new songs that Mikhail had not heard be¬
fore. Mixed with the war songs were the folk songs,
old and new, which Mikhail loved to play and sing.
His favorite was a catchy song about how electri¬
city came to the farms and villages.^
Communication
Communication is subdivided into seven topics; newspapers,
magazines, books, radio, motion pictures, telephone and telegraph, and
^Haskell, Katrinka. op. cit.. pp. 151-153.
O
■^Sonia Daugherty, Vanka's Donkey (New York:
Stokes, 1940), p. 60,
3
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Beim Igor's Sxjmmer X X X X 4
Charskaya Little Princess
Nina X X X 3
Daugherty Vanka's Donkey X X 2
Felsen Struggle Is Our
Brother X X 2
Harper Red Sky X 1
Harper Siberian Gold X X 2
Haskell Katrinka X X 2
Leskov The Steel Flea X 1
Mazer Masha X X 2
Phelps Nikita X 1
Robbins Baboushka and the
Three Kings X 1
Total 6 2 4 2 7 21
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postal service. Twenty-one references to communication are described
in 10 of the 12 books of fiction (see Table 7). Newspapers were
represented four times. There were two descriptions of magazines and
two descriptions of books. Accounts of radio were four in number.
Motion pictures were depicted only twice. There were seven illustra¬
tions of telephone and telegraph. Postal service as a type of
communication was found only once.
Nine of the 10 books of fiction portray all types of communica¬
tion. Masha contains a description of all types except newspapers
and postal service. Red Sky portrays all except radio and postal
service, Katrinka. Nikita. and Struggle Is Our Brother provide two
portrayals each of communication. Igor's Summer. Little Princess Nina.
Vanka's Donkey. Siberian Gold, and The Steel Flea depict only one
illustration each of communication.
Igor's Summer by Lorraine Beim contains information about radio,
"After the children unpacked their bags and washed, Galina turned on
the radio," Vanka's Donkey by Lorraine Beim also contains references
to radios. In this book, reference is made to war news which was
heard daily over the radios, Leskor's The Steel Flea^ mentions
Plator, a character in the story, as listening to the radio at least
two hours daily especially for the news and weather forecast.
Postal service and letters are presented in Siberian Gold as
follows:
^Nicholas Leskor, The Steel Flea (New York: Harper, 1943),
p. 16
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For answer Peter took a letter out of his pocket.
'Read this,' I got it last night.' Peter handed
Joan a letter evidently written on pages torn from
a notebook. For a second, Joan thought it was from
Stephen. She had had one such letter from him
nearly three months ago, but when she unfolded this
one, she was disappointed to see that it was not in
his handwriting.
Joan read the inscription at the top:
ZA Baikal
Merchinsk Province
On the White River
Kluchi Village
Most Honorable High-Born: 'What an extraordinary
way to begin a letter,' Joan exclaimed.
Joan's father replied that is the way a Russian
begins a letter when he means 'Dear Sir' -- and
the Russians always write their addresses upside
down.^
Red Sky by Theodore Harper discloses a lucid description of the
telegraph. Shortly after Nikolai Denikin's sudden reappearance in
Chita, he received orders to apply for a month's leave of absence to
carry out a special piece of work for the party. But first he was
entrusted with a message to transmit over the wires, a risky commission
at a time when every instrument was clottered with secret official
business.
Nikita by Frances Phelps includes references to newspapers.
The war news was printed daily in the newspapers; and the revolution¬
ary soldiers were told to read the newspapers daily.
^Harper, Siberian Gold, op. cit.. p. 119.
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Beim Igor's Summer X 1
Charskaya Little Princess Nina X 1
Daugherty Vanka's Donkey X 1
Felsen Struggle Is Our Brother X X 2
Harper Red Sky X X X X X 5
Harper Siberian Gold X 1
Haskell Katrinka X X 2
Leskov The Steel Flea X 1
Mazer Masha X X X X X 5
Phelps Nikita X X 2
Total 4 2 2 4 2 6 1 21
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Transportation
The topic of transportation is divided into three categories:
railroads and boats, automobiles, trucks and buses, and airlines
(see Table 8). Eight of the 12 books of fiction provide 26 de¬
scriptions of transportation. Siberian Gold contains more accounts
of transportation in Russia than any of the fiction titles. In
this book, there were descriptions of trains, automobiles, buses,
trucks, airplanes and police boats. Igor's Summer provides six
illustrations of transportation in Russia. Struggle Is Our Brother
relates to transportation four times. Treasure Trove of the Sun
offers three accounts of transportation. The Steel Flea and Nikita
have two representations each. Masha and Baboushka and the Three
Kings contain one account each of transportation.
Police boats are described in Siberian Gold. The Steel Flea.
Treasure Trove of the Sun and Igor's Summer. However, the descriptions
were not extensive,
Igor's Summer includes references to buses:
'Igor, there's our bus!' He ran beside his mother
to catch the bus that stopped at the corner. They
got into it, meeting lots of people they knew. It
was friendly in the bus; most of the people were
going to the factory where his mother worked and
where he attended school.
A boat ride was described in The Steel Flea:
There was a pleasure boat tied to the wharf. The
whole family got on board; the boatman pushed off,
and away they went over the blue water and into
the river along way, through the city and beyond.^
^Leskov, The Steel Flea, op. cit.. pp, 28-29.
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Nikita includes references to trucks thusly:
Nikita liked Sergei right away. He was an elderly
man with gray hair, but his blue eyes and wide
smile made him look young. 'Suppose you ride
back with me,' he said to Nikita, Sergei was
driving one of the trucks and Nikita, Katrinka
and Vanya all got into the front seat with him.
The trucks and wagons were filled with the
other boys and girls and they started over the
bumpy road, Nikita pointed out all the buildings
as they rode by.^
Igor's Summer provides the following account of transportation:
And now that the work was done the children who
had come to help for the summer prepared to go
back to the city.
'This was the best summer I ever hadj' exclaimed
Igor as he stood with Presha in front of the house
saying good-by to Sasha. The trucks and wagons
and carts were on the road, waiting to take all
the children to the train,^
Treasure Trove of the Sun presents an account of transportation
in the passage that follows:
The children had three cars in the train to them¬
selves. It was a long ride. They sang songs,
played games and watched the scenery. On and on
the train went until they reached their destination
which was a little country station, but on the road
stood a line of trucks, automobiles, wagons pulled
by horses, even some pulled by oxen,^
Siberian Gold offers the following delineations of transporta¬
tion:
^Phelps, Nikita, op, cit.. p. 134.
^Beim, Igor's Summer, op, cit.. p, 58.
%rishvin. The Treasure Trove of the Sun, op. cit.. p. 47.
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The night before they were to leave Heron hardly
slept a wink. His bags had been packed two days
ago. 'Take care of yourself, Heron, write often,'
his mother said. When they parted she was smiling
broadly, waiving to Heron as he got on the bus that
would take him to the railroad station."^
When darkness had set in over the front lines,
Mueller and Valery crowded into the side car of a
motorcycle and were joined by the driver. Hanging
on for dear life, the brothers were whisked over a
twisting rough road at what seemed to be at least
one hundred miles an hour.^
The bomber vibrated as her motors were warmed up.
Her twin engines sang a song of confidence and
flight. The crew were confident, hurdled in padded
flying togs, and wearing heavy leather helmets.
Sergei waved to the ground crew as the plane moved
off slowly into the air. So this is what it's like,
flying Sergei thought to himself as they flew over
the rough field in the darkness. The plane picked
up speed rapidly and to Sergei it seemed as though
the propellers were about to fly off. The plane
climbed higher and Sergei saw the moon on the level
with himself. He nodded to it in a friendly way,
after all, weren't they both riding in the sky.^
Struggle Is Our Brother offers varied accounts of transportation
in the following passages:
The next morning Zahar headed down the valley with
his pack horses. He kept the main road all day and
toward evening the horses laid back their ears as a
first sign of fatigue. Zahar remembered that
Kachalkas were not equipped with brakes but depended
on the horses to hold them on a grade as the road
became rough and rocky,^
^Harper, Siberian Gold, op, cit., p, 43.
^Ibid., p. 47.
3lbid.. p. 50.
^Felsen, Struggle Is Our Brother, op. cit., p. 117.
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Stephen grasped the oars and he and Brian started
out on a long trail by boat. Into hurtling masses
of ice the boat adventured. In the darkness they
were troubled with slowly moving ice floes but they
battled continuously to keep the boat free. Suddenly
a floe of ice grounded the boat and they were thrown
backward into the bottom of the boat.^
Up and down the river from Stretinsk to far-away
Khaharonsk, winter communications were kept open
by a system of government post stations. Here,
horses and drivers were maintained to carry the
weekly mail, and those who could afford to do so
were permitted to hire post horses. But when travel
was heavy every station was crowded with people
clamoring for horses and only by persistent pressure
could one prevent endless delays.^
Masha represents transportation in Russia in the passages that
follow:
Platov had taken his ease on the banks of the quiet
Don. But once he climbed into his coach for the
return journey, he was impatient to get to Toola.
He sat on the box, and on either side of the coach¬
man sat a Cossack with a nagaika, which is a Cossack
whip. The Cossacks whipped the coachman and the coach¬
man whipped the horses and they tore along faster than
ever. In fact, this arrangement was so successful
that the horses could never halt when they came to a
station but always passed it by a hundred bounds. And
then they had to dash back to the stopping place,^
The carriage stopped at Madame Krenlin's house.
Madame Krenlin kissed Masha good-bye as she stepped
out of the carriage. The carriage flew up the road.




^azer, Masha, op. cit.. p, 110,
^bid.. p. 162.
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Baboushka and the Three Kings includes descriptions of transpor¬
tation in the following passage:
A train of travelers was approaching. Leading the
procession was a magnificent sleigh drawn by three
white horses. Men on horseback followed the sleigh
and behind them trudged men on foot,^
A study of transportation further reveals that the old horse
cars have been replaced with electric trains in recent years.
Agriculture
Agriculture as a characteristic of the social life and customs
of Russia is portrayed in six of the 12 books of fiction. According
to Table 9, seven representations of agriculture were found in the
analysis.
Nikita highlights agriculture in the following delineation:
Autumn was well upon them and Nikita had to turn his
hand to other work. He helped in the fields, where
there was much plowing to be done, sowed wheat for
the next spring, dug potatoes and helped to store
away corn and hay for the winter.
In the late evenings Nikita would look through the
cabin door at the vast fields of wheat and the pea¬
sant girls who sang as they bent over their work in
the fields.^
Igor's Summer represents agriculture as follows:
Igor and some of the other boys and girls worked out the Summer
Plan at Timoshenka Farm. One group would cultivate carrots, another
^Ruth Robbins, Baboushka and the Three Kings (Berkeley, Cali¬
fornia: Paraussus Press, 1960), p. 8.
^Phelps, Nikita, op. cit.. p. 38.
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Beim Igor's Summer X X X X X X 6
Felsen Struggle Is Our Brother xxxx 4
Harper Siberian Gold X X X X X X X 7
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Total 3 2 5 2 14 26
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would do beets, another tomatoes, and some cucumbers. Then the group
drew up a map of the farm and the work they intended to do, "We
thought we could plant carrots here and beets here and cabbages here.
And over here tomatoes,-"^
Vanya glanced at the plan and then sniffed. "That's not a good
place to plant tomatoes. You may have been a good worker in the city
but you don't know much about things in the country. I'll have to show
you how to be a good farmer, he said to Igor.
Vanya told Igor and the other boys and girls how all the farmers
and their families lived in their own houses and had their own gar¬
dens but tilled the big part of the farm together. He pointed out
to them the big silos, the apiary where the bees were kept, the
chicken farm and dairy.
The plowing and harrowing had been done and now the children
had to plant seeds. The boys and girls were divided into brigades
of thirty as had been planned, with some member of the farm in charge
of each brigade.
The agronomist at school had taught them how to plant seeds, but
they had never done it under the hot sun, working until their arms
and legs and backs began to ache, and perspiration rolled down their
faces.
Sasha decided that the funny little leaves before her must be
weeds and began to pull them up one after another.
^Beim, Igor's Summer, op. cit.. p, 16.
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"Say look what Sasha is doingJ" Vanya burst into a peal of
laughter. She is pulling up - beets - beets - beetsJ They're not
ready for picking yet. These are the weeks - not there.
Siberian Gold relates to agriculture thusly:
' Joan rolled up the sleeves of her blouse. 'Suppose
we start at these tomatoes first. They're just
rotting away.'
Otto worked beside her, hour after hour. He had
never seen so many tomatoes in his life. The more
he picked the more there seemed to be left. For
there were rows and rows of vegetables growing on
the Voros-hilov Farm.^
Masha is indicative of agriculture in the following passage:
As Masha and her grandmother rode along the country¬
side, Masha marveled. On either side of them
stretched meadows with wheat, and pastures with
cows grazing in them.3
Little Princess Nina contains descriptions of grain fields, agro¬
nomists planning the rotation of crops, conservation of moisture,
fertilizers, and bee-hives, also, Kolhozes - groups of farms merged
into one large-scale farm and managed co-operatively. And the kulak
or prosperous farmer who was often the local shark, speculator and
usurer, desperately clinging to his privileges.^
^Ibid.. pp, 18-20.
2
Harper, Siberian Gold, op. cit.. p, 95.
^Mazer, Masha, op. cit.. p. 35.
4
Charskaya, Little Princess Nina, op. cit.. p, 117.
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Katrinka provides the following account of agriculture:
Many things grew in the grandmother's field. Potatoes,
cabbages, onions, radishes, and flax, flax to weave
into shirts, blouses, aprons, sheets, and pillow cases.
The fall was fast approaching, and everyone turned out
to work in the fields, for this was the busiest time
of the season.
'Katrinka,' said the grandmother, looking up at the sky
one bright day, 'get the scythe. We shall cut the
flax,'
The flax was just right, almost as high as Katrinka
and stood stiff and proud, bright with blue blos¬
soms. It looked like a diminutive forest.
Swish, swish, went the grandmother's scythe. Flop
and down went the flax, lying on the side of the
stump of stalks.
'Katrinka,' said the grandmother, 'see if you can
make neat bundles of the stalks. Don't make them too
large.
Katrinka followed the grandmother, carefully arrang¬
ing the stalks, putting her arms around them so as
to make them just right.^
TABLE 9
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Beim Igor's Summer 1
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^Haskell, Katrinka. op. cit.. p, 34
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Religion
The public has long been bewildered by contradictory reports
about religion in Russia. They are told that all churches are closed.
They are told that few people ever go to church. They are told that
Russians are for the most part atheists. They are told that the
Soviet Union is the negation of Christianity.^
The following descriptions which have been selected from seven
of the 12 fiction books of Russia will attempt to provide a correct
understanding of the position of religion in Russia.
As shown in Table 10, 17 portrayals of religion are found in
seven of the 12 books of Russian fiction analyzed.
Nikita offers the following account of religion:
In the days before the Revolution, when the Tsar ruled, family
life in all Russian homes revolved around the Ikon, a sacred image.
The Russians, of all people, were inherently religious; their comings
and goings, their joys and sorrows, their appeals and their thanks-
givings were made before the Ikons. The same source further relates
to religious devotion in the following passage;
Nikita said to a stolid peasant, 'tell me, good Father,
what do you seek at the top of this hill?'
The stolid peasant looked at him for a moment and
then replied: 'We are pilgrims. We go to receive
the blessing and give thanksgiving.'
^Mazer, Masha, op. cit.. p. 58.
^Phelps, Nikita, op. cit.. p. 24.
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'May I go, too?'
'And why not? The good God bestows his blessings on
all alike.'
There was something in the man's face that drew
Nikita along instinctively. He lifted his eyes to
the tall steeples ahead and throughout the long
climb up the hillside he never faltered. He
entered the courtyard of the Lavra amidst a throng
of devout pilgrims. From all comers of Russia
gathered here each year thousands and thousands
of the pious, for this Lavra in Kiev was the great
religious Mecca of the Orthodox Russian. To its
gates flocked crowds of worshippers, old and young,
the highborn and the lowly, the rich and the poor
and the afflicted. Some of the pilgrims walked
hundreds of versts through heat, and cold and often
suffering, for many weary months. But they held
as nothing these privations, for before them
lay the fulfillment of their desires. Some came
to make atdnement for wrongs they had committed,
some in thanksgiving for blessings already received.
Some journeyed hither for love of God alone.
Making no difference between Jew and Gentile, the
monks of the Lavra welcomed everyone who wished to
enter its gates, whether poor or rich; for those
who needed them there were schools and hospitals
and those who were hungry the monks gladly fed,
giving them not only bread but also the spiritual
nourishment that the world refused. No one need
make the pilgrimage to kiev in vain.^
Many beggars were there squatting in long lines outside the churches
and beseeching every pilgrim who passed through the doors. Dirty,
miserable as they looked, these beggars did not fare so badly, for
it is believed by those who visit the Lavra that Christ may have
returned and be there among the poor wretches, and where is he who
^Ibid. . pp, 128-130.
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would pass by the Christ?^
Red Sky contains the following reference to religion:
The Oblonskys made their annual confession in the
church peacefully, after begging forgiveness of all
in the house. On Thursday night they went again to
church and after service was over they waited to
watch the ancient cer^ony of the peasants each
carrying out into the night a lighted candle to be
saved and put into the hands of their dying to
light their way into the next world; and on Satur¬
day the priest came into the house to bless their
bountiful Easter feasts, according to custom in
the Armenian Orthodox Church.^
Masha provides the following accounts of religion:
'Ding, ding, ding,' said the church bells.
'Come, Masha, slip on your boots. Let me help you,'
said the grandmother. Masha pulled, and the
grandmother pushed. There, the boots were oni
'Now we are ready,' said Masha.
Ding, ding, ding. Masha trotted, keeping time to
the church bells. Other people were on the road,
all in their Sunday best.
'God be with you,' they cried to each other.
'Ding, ding, dong.' 'Come to church, come to church,'
said the bells.
The church was a small church. Here there were no
benches. Everyone stood, and they were all able to
find room. The early ones walked down in front,
before the altar.
A door behind the altar opened, and everyone fell to
his knees. A choir boy dressed in a long black robe
with a white surplice entered, carrying a large cross,
and chanted in a strange language which Masha did not
^Ibid.. pp. 132-133.
2
Harper, Red Sky, op, cit. , p, 8,
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quite understand. Then came more choir boys and
grouped themselves on either side of the altar.
There was a hush.
With bowed head slowly came the Roman Catholic priest.
He was a young priest, and if it had not been for
his heavily embroidered gown and large heavy cross
which hung from his neck, no one would have known
that he was a priest, for he looked as young as the
choir boys. He prayed from a large book. Then the
choir sang and chanted. The incense before the
altar rose in thin smoke and mingled with the
chanting.
After more kneeling and chanting, and kneeling
and chanting; the priest raised both his hands over
the people and blessed them. Soon the door behind
the altar opened, and the priest and the choir
departed,^
Little Princess Nina provides the following portrayal of reli¬
gion:
When all Russia lay barren and wild, Kiev, under the rule of
Vladimir, became a beautiful city. Vladimir was the first ruler in
Russia to give up idolatry and the bowing before strange gods for he
turned to the true Christian faith and married Princess Anna, a good
Christian, the sister of the Byzantine emperor Basil II.
"Surrounding the heights of the city of Kiev were large glaring
wooden gods. In the city itself, temples were built in their honor,
where the people brought sacrifices of all kinds."
As soon as Vladimir came back with his Christian wife,
he had all the great wooden pagan gods removed and
thrown into the river. Real churches sprang up, and
icons were painted. His son Yaraslov continued the
good work. It was he who built the wonderful
^Mazer, Masha, op. cit.. pp. 65-68.
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cathedral of Saint Sophia that is said to be one of
the finest churches in the world, Kiev is the city
of churches. It has forty, and it is truly a holy
city.l
The same source further hi^lights religion as follows;
The service in church was short. The marvelous icon
at the altar was removed and carried by a boy in
front of him; another boy carried a cross; the
priest and the people followed. They were going to
the river about a mile away. The icon was placed
in the middle of the river, and in front of the icon
the priest scratched a large cross in the ice and
said a prayer over it. Andzi and Petrus chopped
the ice where the priest had scratched it till they
reached water. Then the priest dipped a little
pitcher, filled it with water. Everyone crowded
around with the little pitchers which the priest
filled from his pitcher. This water was Holy water
to cure the sick and relieve the old.
With the pitchers in their hands they sang hymns
and chanted, and then raising the pitchers high
over their heads, they sang, 'Hail to the Czar,
Katrinka is descriptive of the Moslem and Christian religion.
My mother was a simple girl from the Caucasian vil¬
lage of Bestuda, My father met her in the house
of her father Hadjin, Mahommed and brought her to
Grusia where his regiment was stationed.
There she learned the Christian religion, was
baptized against the wish of her father, old
Hadji-Mahommed and became the wife of my father
the Russian officer.
The Mahommedan priest humiliated my grandfather for
allowing his daughter to marry a Christian and for¬
sake the faith of Allah,^
^Charskaya, Little Princess Nina, op. cit.. p, 119.
^Ibid.. pp. 169-170.
3
Haskell, Katrinka^ op, cit,, p, 151,
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This is the tale that Katrinka, the little Russian girl, related to
her friend, Fatima. Brahim, a gray mountaineer and Michako, an
Evangelical Christian Baptist lived in a state of constant quarrel,
brought about partly by the difference in their religions, Brahim
was a Mahommedan, and never tired of comparing the courage, endurance
and honor of the hill men and Evangelical Christian Baptists.^
Struggle is Our Brother relates to churches, s}magogues and
mosques, however, the services were not described in detail. Inci¬
dences of prayer and faith in God, frequently referred to as Allah
are also found in the same source.
'Allah does not separate people by races. He knows
only white and black souls,' said Elon to Shela
on their way home from Sunday school. Before she
went to sleep, Elon, the young Tartar girl drew
her little, Morocia slippers from her feet and
prayed for a long while. 'Blessed be Allah and His
prophet MahommedJ' sounded frequently in her
prayer,
'God,' she repeated many times, 'Dear God, help me
to hurt Juliko less and give more happiness to my
good little father!
Another instance of allegiance to Allah and His prophet is
represented in The Steel Flea.
'Through his mouth, Allah speaks to us, and to
Allah's will the people have to submit. Tell your
priest to concern himself less over us and pray
so much more to Allah and His prophet.^
^Ibid.. p. 163.
O
■^Felsen, Struggle Is Our Brother, op. cit.. p. 73.
Beskov, The Steel Flea, op. cit.. p, 30
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These were the words of George to his friend Laura.
Summarily, it was gathered from the fiction books that relate
to religion, that many former disabilities and restrictions on the
church have been relaxed or rescinded. The once disfranchised clergy
now vote on the same terms as other citizens. The Soviet Constitu¬
tion guarantees the members of all faiths, freedom of worship. The
former scurrilous assaults on religion are now eliminated from text¬
books, theater and cinema. Any mockery or insult to the feelings of
believers is subject to penalties. There is evidence of prejudice
against Jesus in Russia, but Jews who wish to attend their syna¬




Charskaya Little Princess Nina . 2
Felsen Struggle Is Our Brother 6
Harper Red Sky ....... 1
Haskell Katrinka 4




The people of the Soviet Union are governed by two parallel but
separate organizations. The Government and the Communist Party,
Both phases are described in five of the 12 books of fiction. The
evaluation indicates that nine illustrations of religion are repre¬
sented in five of the 12 books of fiction (see Table 11). Of the
^Ibid. . p, 34,
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nine manifestations of religion found in the six books of fiction,
both types of government are portrayed in three books: Red Sky,
Struggle Is Our Brother and Nikita.
The Communist Party is portrayed in Red Sky. Feenya was in¬
terested in the Bolsheviks or Communist system of government, and she
was eager to learn about it. She attended the meetings and lectures
of the government men where the form of government and its principles
were taught. She learned that local, city and village Soviets sent
from time to time their representatives to a congress which elected
a central Soviet; that the latter had the authority to make (or
sanction) laws and, in turn, elected people's commissars (secretaries
or ministers) who governed the country. She further learned that the
Bolsheviks allowed only themselves, or workers and peasants sup¬
porting them, to be elected into the local and central Soviets.^
The same source further relates to government as follows:
The great, sprawling, monster empire, governed by a
ruling class too many of whom were lazy and corrupt;
its vigor sapped by revolutionary activity working
secretly to destroy; its peasantry, uneducated
sullen taxed to the verge of starvation, yet with
all its hatred of the officials, still loyal to the
person of the Tsar,^
The Kremlin, the seat of the Russian government, and the Council
of Ministers (cabinet) which form the executive branch of the Soviet
government are realistically portrayed in Siberian Gold. It describes
the organization, functions and powers of each.
^Harper, Red Sky, op. cit.. p. 16.
^Ibid.. p. 22.
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Peter was on his way to the Council of Ministers
with a plan in his pocket which if accepted, would
entrain every Cossack regiment between Vladivostok
and the Urals.^
Struggle Is Our Brother mentions the government and the Communist
Party in terms of organization, functions and it has a general re¬
ference to politics. These descriptions were not in detail.
Little Princess Nina relates to government thusly:
Nina princess Djavacha-ogly Djamata and her boy friend,
Tilbert painted pictures of the top government offi¬
cials in the Kremlin and put them on display for sale
at a fall festival. Even though their artistry drew
raves from the public, they were reprimanded by the
Communist Party and soon the freedom of artists to
paint whatever they chose was removed. The Commu¬
nist Party directed them to portray only the
economic, social, and educational developments of
Russia.2
Nikita relates to the government and the Communist Party as
follows:
Nikita's grandmother was refused a passport to Chita
by the government until she told them that her mission
was to locate her son, Igor who was sent there when
he was commissioned in the armed services.
Prince Oblonsky who was with Nikita's father when he
died, took Nikita in his home and offered him a new
life. The new life for Nikita was writing and publish¬
ing his short stories which he wrote while on the
train enroute to Chita. But to his dismay, the Com¬
munist Party clamped rigid controls over all literary
productions.3
^Harper, Siberian Gold, op. cit.. p. 98.
2
Charskaya, Little Princess Nina, op. cit.. p. 79.
Phelps, Nikita, op. cit.. p. 201
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The fiction books are not very representative of the government
of Russia. However, they do provide the basis for the following con¬
clusions regarding the system of government in Russia,
The Soviet system still remains a socialist system, that the
Communist Party has not changed and probably will never change. Indi¬
viduals, or groups of individuals, cannot own "means of production."
You can own a home as long as you and your family alone live in it
and do not try to draw profit from it by renting it. You can own
money, government bonds, automobiles, furniture, clothes, anything
you need for your life. But you cannot own mines, factories, rail¬
roads, apartment houses and other such profit-yielding property or
land.
TABLE 11




Charskaya Little Princess Nina 1
Felsen Struggle Is Our Brother 2
Harper Red Sky 3




This study has attempted to analyze the descriptions of Russian
social life and customs as presented in selected juvenile fiction
books published from 1915 to 1960, and recommended for children from
first grade through the twelfth. Efforts were made to determine
whether or not the material found in selected Russian fiction is
adequately and realistically described according to the factual data
in authentic and authoritative sources.
Russian social life and customs were found in authentic and
authoritative sources, such as reference books and encyclopedias. An
analysis was made of social life and customs in selected Russian
fiction. A checklist of 11 characteristics of Russian life and customs
was made from factual material found in books. The 11 characteristics
are: physical features and climate, industry, arts and crafts, food,
education, recreation, communication, transportation, agriculture,
religion, and government.
Russian social life and customs as found in the 12 selected
books of fiction were evaluated by means of the checklist of the 11
characteristics. Each fiction book was analyzed by means of an indi¬
vidual checklist and the characteristics of Russian life and customs
as found in the selected fiction books were noted.
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Eleven tables summarize the evaluation of the representative
characteristics of social life and customs as found in each of the 12
selected fiction books. Table 12 sxammarizes the 11 characteristics
and indicates the total findings of the analysis of the characteristics
as found in the 12 selected juvenile books of fiction as compared with
factual data. A summary of the 11 characteristics as found in the 12
selected books of fiction reveals that 221 descriptions were found of
Russian social life and customs in the 12 books of fiction (see
Table 12). The total number of times that each characteristic found
was portrayed in the selected books of fiction were as follows:
physical features and climate 34, industries 17, arts and crafts 26,
food 16, education 27, recreation 21, communication 21, transporta¬
tion 26, agriculture seven, religion 17, and government nine.
The total number of descriptions of characteristics as found in
each book were: Igor's Summer, 28; Little Princess Nina, 23; Vanka* s
Donkey, eight; Struggle is Our Brother, 27; Red Sky, 19; Siberian
Gold, 24; Katrinka, 20; The Steel Flea, 11; Masha, 23; Nikita, 22;
The Treasure Trove of the Sun, eight; and Baboushka and the Three
Kings, eight.
All of the 11 characteristics that were selected were not
realistically portrayed in all the 12 books of fiction. All 11 of the
characteristics were portrayed only in Nikita. Ten books portrayed
physical features and climate. These are: Igor's Slimmer. Little
Princess Nina, Struggle is Our Brother, Red Sky, Siberian Gold,
Katrinka, Masha, Nikita, Treasure Trove of the Sun, and Baboushka and













































































































They are: Little Princess Nina. Vanka's Donkey. Masha, Treasure Trove
of the Sun, and Baboushka and the Three Kings. Four of the 12 books
do not contain accounts of arts and crafts. They are: Vanka's Donkey,
Struggle is Our Brother, Siberian Gold, and Treasure Trove of the Sun.
Three books. Red Sky, The Steel Flea and Treasure Trove of the Sun do
not contain references to food. Only one of the 12 books of fiction
failed to include information about education - Baboushka and the Three
Kings. Portrayals of education are found in all of the 12 books of
fiction except Treasure Trove of the Sun. Communication is found in
all except two of the 12 books of fiction. They are: Treasure Trove
of the Sun and Baboushka and the Three Kings. Four books do not
contain descriptions of transportation. They are: Katrinka, Little
Princess Nina, Red Sky, and Vanka's Donkey. Six books do not contain
references to agriculture. They are: Vanka's Donkey, Red Sky, The
Steel Flea, Treasure Trove of the Sun, Struggle is Our Brother, and
Baboushka and the Three Kings. Five books, Igor's Summer, Vanka's
Donkey, Siberian Gold, Treasure Trove of the Sun, and Baboushka and
the Three Kings have no references to religion. Government is only
portrayed in Little Princess Nina, Struggle is Our Brother, Red Sky,
Siberian Gold, and Nikita.
Little Princess Nina, Igor's Summer, Struggle is Our Brother,
Siberian Gold, Masha and Nikita were the most representative of all
the books of fiction in portraying realistically characteristics of
Russian social life and customs. Vanka's Donkey, Treasure Trove of
the Sun, and Baboushka and the Three Kings were the least representa¬
tive in portrayal of the characteristics.
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An analysis was made of individual characteristics. Illustra¬
tions and examples of characteristics found in the books of fiction
were described and quoted according to the most representative
findings in the most representative books. The most representative
and the least representative characteristics found have been indicated
in the 11 tables of representative characteristics. It is interesting
and important to note that no single or individual characteristic was
described in all of the selected books of fiction.
Igor's Summer is the most representative book of fiction in
portraying characteristics of Russian social life and customs.
Physical features and climate comprise the single characteristic
most adequately portrayed of the 11 characteristics found in the 12
books of fiction.
Agriculture and government were the least representative in
portrayal of individual characteristics found in the summary of charac¬
teristics found in the selected fiction books.
This study has provided knowledge that there are only a limited
number of Russian juvenile fiction books available which are currently
listed in standard selection aids and other reliable book selection
tools. There appears to be only a few recent fiction books about
Russian social life and customs. It also points up the need for more
such juvenile books of fiction.
Finally, this study does provide factual information to support
the thesis advanced in the beginning of this study: there is a
realistic portrayal of Russian life and customs as found in the 12
selected books of juvenile fiction, and in many instances, the use of
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such material will enrich and supplement factual material found in
reference and factual books read by children. The use of these books
of fiction can extend their knowledge and provide increased pleasure




GLOSSARY OF RUSSIAN TERMS
These definitions of Russian terms were found in the books of
juvenile fiction which are included in this study. In the opinion
of the writer, a knowledge of these terms can help make the reading
of this thesis and the twelve selected fiction books more meaningful.
Ataman.—Elected political chief of Cossacks.
Basket.--The Russian peasant-mother rocks her baby to sleep in
a willow basket hung from the ceiling by a stout string.
Bethrothal Mourning.--The betrothed girl wears mourning because
with marriage comes the end of girlhood. The color of
the bethrothal mourning is blue.
Bazaar.--A market or shopping place.
Baba.--Old woman.
Barin Gentleman.—Chief, boss.
Bez Zamaska ne piyedit.--Peasant proverb: without hair oil





Czardas or Csardas.—a dance that is performed with arms folded
and the elbows raised to the level of the shoulder.










Hussars.--Horse-soldiers, calvary men, who dress in fantastic
style.
Hisnik.—Gold thief, robber.
Icon.—Sacred Image, holy picture.
Izha. A Russian village house.
Katrinka.--Affectionate diminutive of Katharine.
Kopeck.--A copper coin worth less than a cent.
Kiosk.—An open summer-house or pavilion.
Komarinskaia.--A dance that is composed of an unlimited number
■ of steps from which the dancer chooses what he can.
Kinj al.—Dagger.
Kvas.--Cooling drink made from black bread.
Lardna.--All right!
Misha.--Diminutive for Mik hail.
Muzhik.--Clodhopper, common fellow.
Mamusia.--Little mother.
Matvska.--Childish name for mother.
Nicheva.--Of nothing.




Pood.—Russian weight of thirty-six pounds.
Palonaise.—A Russian dance consisting mainly of a march of
the dancers in procession.
Rabchik.--Timber, grouse.
Ruble.—Russian coin worth about fifty cents.









Troika.--A team of three houses abreast.
Tarantas.—A two-seated carriage without springs.
Verst.—About two-thirds of a mile.
Von.--Out! Away! Get Out!
Vot tebia na.--What do you know about that.
APPENDIX B
RUSSIAN JUVENILE FICTION, 1915-1960;
AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
Beim, Lorraine. Igor's Summer. New York: Russian War Relief, 1943,
59 p.
This narrative is about a Russian army doctor's son
living far to the rear of the smoking guns, tanks and
planes. He and a group of his school friends spend their
vacation carrying out in their own way the slogan of the
Russian people: "The front needs it - We will do it I"
As the story unfolds, Igor, Vanka, and Katrinka laugh, eat,
swim and play with one another gaily.
Charskaya, L. A. Little Princess Nina. New York: Henry Holt and
Company, 1924, 288 p.
A personal narrative of Princess Nina Djavacha-ogly-
Djamata, a Grusian and her experiences and adventures of
growing up with the immediate members of her family and
peers. The plot is at times witty and again compassionate.
The actions of the various individuals are clearly described.
Daugherty, Sonia. Vanka's Donkey. New York: Stokes, 1940, 62 p.
A jolly picture - story of how Vanka's wife feared Vanka's
donkey so much that she positively hated the stubborn creature
how Vanka, at his wits end to know how to make peace between
them, thought of a plan; how at first his wife simply wouldn't
hear of it, but when at last she tried it, the whole trouble
was over and everything ended happily.
Felsen, Gregor. Struggle is Our Brother. New York: Dutton, 1943,
220 p.
Hitler and the Nazis invade Russian territory unannounced.
War and fighting was no longer a dream. It was the sweat and
blood of the present. Every Russian old and young became
soldiers of labor, those in the factories and fields as well
as those in the uniform of the Red Army. All labor becomes
geared to the defeat of the enemy. It demonstrates dramati¬
cally the resourcefulness, courage, and stamina required of
both men and women during this period.
Harper, Theodore. Red Sky. New York: Viking, 1935, 282 p.
Grigory Danilov was a dreamy lad with a passion for
education which he had inherited from his mother. His father
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was head accountant in the post and telegraph service at
Chita, ambitious to wear a red lining to his overcoat and
thus meet titled individuals on a footing of equality.
In a moment of infatuation, he had married the unusually
pretty but illiterate daughter of a village storekeeper,
and had spent the eight years of his married life reminding
her that she was a detriment to his career. When she died,
he deposited his only son in his married brother's kitchen
and, from that time on, except when money was demanded
ignored his existence entirely.
Harper, Theodore. Siberian Gold. New York: Doubleday, 1927, 335 p.
A slow moving account of mining engineers in search of
gold in historical Gorbitza. The author traces the discovery
exploration and development of this land site with witty
dialogue and warm relationships which has a romantic ending.
Chapter-end notes and references, original photographs, maps,
and drawings enhance the value of this work.
Haskell, Helen. Katrinka. New York: Dutton, 1915, 319 p.
The story of a Russian girl and her brother, Peter who
upon discovering one morning that their parents had left the
house, set out on a frantic journey to locate them. After
five years, the children are reunited with their parents in
St. Petersburg. During the separation, Katrinka becomes a
celebrated Ballet star.
Leskov, Nicholas. The Steel Flea. New York: Harper, 1943, 64 p.
After signing the peace treaty in Vienna which ended the
war, Alexander, Emperor of all the Russians decided to travel
farther and behold the marvels of the western world. While in
England, he was given a marvelous flea made of pure English
steel which upon his death was passed on to his successor.
Emperor Nicholas. Lefty, a gunsmith of Toola was forced
against his will by General Platov to leave Toola and hold an
audience with the Czar for having multilated the steel flea.
To the sheer delight and rapture of all, it was Lefty who
forged the nails with which the horseshoes were fastened on
the steel flea. For his notable work on the flea, everyone
bestowed upon him magnificent gifts. Platov gave him a hundred
rubles. The Czar asked Lefty what was the wish of his heart.
Lefty replied that it was to return home to Toola and his
desire was granted by the Czar.
Mazer, Sonia. Masha. New York: Doubleday, 1932, 285 p.
A briskly written description of family life, self-
discipline and sense of responsibility that encompasses the
background, events and personalities involved in the daily
life of Masha, the tale's focal personality.
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Phelps, Frances. Nikita. New York: Harcourt, 1932, 263 p.
In the days before the revolution, the grandmother of a
teenage Russian boy by the name of Nikita had a dream that
his father, Igor had been killed in active battle in Chita.
Consequently, Nikita and his grandmother started out on the
long journey by train to locate Igor. During the sojourn,
the grandmother dies, but Nikita continues the trip alone.
Upon arrival, he is told that his father is dead; that he
had died saving the life of an officer. Prince Oblonsky
who was with Nikita's father when he died took Nikita in
his home as his son thus offering him a new life.
Prishvin, M. The Treasure Trove of the Sun. New York: Viking, 1952,
80 p.
An account of how explorers for thousands of years went
searching for the treasure of the swamp. The wandering
swamp with its enormous store of peat was a storehouse - a
treasure trove of the sun. For years, this treasure was
buried under water, the swamp became the sun's storehouse,
and then this whole treasure trove in the form of peat fell
into human hands, a legacy from the sun.
Robbins, Ruth. Baboushka and the Three Kings. Berkeley, California:
Parnassus Press, 1960, 13 p.
The story of the three wise men following the star in the
east where a Babe is born, losing their way in the snow, they
stopped in to warm at the hut of an old lady by the name of
Baboushka. While there, they tried to entice her to join
their procession. She refused, but after their departure,
she began to reflect on the idea. So, the next day, she went
searching for the new Babe to offer Him her gift, but she
never found him. It is said that each year at this season
when the birth of the Child was first heralded, Baboushka
renews her search across that land with new hope.
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